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To Kill an American - aejjr

A real great read, Æ°ritten by an Australian dentist. To Kill an American ... An American lives in the most prosperous land in the history of the world. The root of that ... tyrants in the world.. But, in doing so you would just be killing yourself . 
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A real great read, ưritten by an Australian dentist



To Kill an American Forwarded by Isaac Barmat JJR 65 You probably missed this in the rush of news, but there was actually a report that someone in Pakistan had published in a newspaper, an offer of a reward to anyone who killed an American, any American. So an Australian dentist wrote an editorial the following day to let everyone know what an American is . So they would know when they found one. (Good one, mate!!!!)



'An American is English, or French, or Italian, Irish, German, Spanish , Polish, Russian or Greek. An American may also be Canadian, Mexican, African, Indian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Australian, Iranian, Asian, or Arab, or Pakistani or Afghan. An American may also be a Comanche, Cherokee, Osage, Blackfoot, Navaho, Apache, Seminole or one of the many other tribes known as native Americans. An American is Christian , or he could be Jewish, or Buddhist, or Muslim. In fact, there are more Muslims in America than in Afghanistan . The only difference is that in America they are free to worship as each of them chooses. An American is also free to believe in no religion.. For that he will answer only to God, not to the government, or to armed thugs claiming to speak for the government and for God. An American lives in the most prosperous land in the history of the world. The root of that prosperity can be found in the Declaration of Independence , which recognizes the God given right of each person to the pursuit of happiness. An American is generous.. Americans have helped out just about every other nation in the world in their time of need, never asking a thing in return. When Afghanistan was over-run by the Soviet army 20 years ago, Americans came with arms and supplies to enable the people to win back their country! As of the morning of September 11, Americans had given more than any other nation to the poor in Afghanistan .. The national symbol of America , The Statue of Liberty , welcomes your tired and your poor, the wretched refuse of your teeming shores, the homeless, tempest tossed. These in fact are the people who built America Some of them were working in the Twin Towers the morning of September 11 , 2001 earning a better life for their families. It's been told that the World Trade Center victims were from at least 30 different countries, cultures, and first languages, including those that aided and abetted the terrorists. So you can try to kill an American if you must.. Hitler did. So did General Tojo , and Stalin , and Mao Tse-Tung, and other blood-thirsty tyrants in the world.. But, in doing so you would just be killing yourself . Because Americans are not a particular people from a particular place. They are the embodiment of the human spirit of freedom. Everyone who holds to that spirit, everywhere, is an American. -- 0 – Aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 4 octobre 2015
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A VIEW TO A KILL 

A myst'ry gaping inside. The weekends; why? Until we... Dance into the fire,. That fatal kiss is all we need. Dance into the fire. To fatal sounds of broken dreams.
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A Chinese-American story - aejjr 

Caller: Well... just tell my sister Annie Wan (anyone) that our brother Noel Wan (no one) is involved in an accident. Noel Wan (no one) got injured and now Noel ...
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an illustrated key to euro-american mycenas 

Basidiomata growing on fallen Quercus leaves.: â†’quercus-ilicis POLYADELPHIA. 12. Cheilocystidia not very densely and/or only apically covered with.
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"Kill", "Intend to Kill", "Kill Intentionally" â€“ On the Knobe Effect and the 

disambiguate the question by favouring the goal-oriented sense of "intentionally", while in the bull's scenario a majority of people refer to the action-oriented ...
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Jack Everly Principal Pops Conductor/Premier chef des concerts Pops ... Jack Everly conductor/chef d'orchestre ...... ORMTA - Ontario Registered Music.
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very few reports from those on the side that won the war, the series was incomplete. Pierre Asselin's ... cheap labor to keep the machine going. If the slave can ...
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Galler Associates Inc. won a contract from Lockheed International. I basically did ... However, it did not work out the way we ... It was really too close for comfort.
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kill task 

Ixthiar Reaper Mandible (Ixthiar Reaper). Vale of Balor ... Sanidon Magical Sand (Sanidon just outside Necht gates, and along the waterfront Briefine). Briefine.
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Cswep (the Committee on the status of women in the economics profession) is a stand- ... agree on some basic principles that may seem obvious yet are surprisingly overlooked in many submis- .... easy-to-read tables, and completely free of typos. ....
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Thanh Ha ceramics and other crafts, such as Kim Bong wood making, Cam Kim mat making and Tra. Que vegetable growing, have contributed to the creation of ...
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Vietnam, an Old and New Nation - aejjr 

4000 years of civilization1, but, as it is true for most nation origins, part of that noble ... who had not smiled, laughed or uttered a word since birth. ... the King to build him a large iron horse and a sturdy iron rod, and he would ... level rose
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Kill and let kill - The debate surrounding religious ... - ANGLAIS CPGE 

A new law in Belgium shows why disputes over faith-based slaughter touch a ... some religious-freedom arguments where even the time-honoured principle of ...
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Vietnam War: an alternative scenario - aejjr 

Saigon's Presidential Palace, thus dramatically ending what was known as the ... Yet while South Korea's political system is tenaciously democratic, Vietnam's ...
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Inhalant 'Kill Yourself' - BurningEmptiness Inc 

scratches are in ambient parts), passed through carefully-manipulated filters, the result being an extremely repetitive, hypnotic, very deep and pleasing music'.
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Assassination in Africa: Inside the plots to kill Rwanda's 

May 2, 2014 - And they are the lucky ones: On New Year's Eve, one of the Mr. Kagame's most-wanted,. Rwandan dissident Patrick Karegeya, was brutally ...
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Letters to the Editor - American Mathematical Society 

move in a conic-section orbit,â€� and that â€œthe body of ... readsâ€� (ErdË�os attributes this saying to FejÃ©r; Coll. ... that never arrivesâ€� to say that there is nothing more ...
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India to Modernize Vietnam's Defense Forces - aejjr 

Oct 29, 2014 - be resolved only by parties concerned, says China ... D.R. yaleglobal.yale.edu & thehindu.com. 2. In an indirect reference to India, Mr. Hong ...
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Ha Long Bay, Hue Castles and Nha Trang Beaches,. Mingle with Hanoi monuments ... [email protected]. Promotion 1962 -Nouveau-Brunswick, Canada.
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An Introduction to Tasting 

Nous utilisons les mots goÃ»t et saveur sans distinction lorsque nous parlons de nourriture, mais il s'agit en rÃ©alitÃ© de deux choses diffÃ©rentes. Le goÃ»t n'est ...
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An Introduction to R 

a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular matrices,. â€¢ a large ..... Character quantities and character vectors are used frequently in R, for example as plot labels. Where needed ...... Convert Rd format to DVI/PDF. Rd2txt. Con
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An Introduction to Nourish 

... en boÃ®te de conserve de 425 g munie d'un couvercle Ã  onglet, avec une durÃ©e de conservation de 24 mois. Il ne ... Portion complÃ¨te de viande et de substituts.
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An Introduction to Python 

significant." print hello ... Note that leading whitespace is significant. ...... Round- ing that to 17 significant digits gives the 0.10000000000000001 that Py-.
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An Introduction to Zensight 

energy work to address my own healing concerns, I remained anxious about the idea of using it with ... Regardless, please feel free to distribute it via email or post it ...... Zensight with clients, you may wish to join this list in order to share c
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